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Rebekah Clements 
CROSS-DRESSING AS LADY MURASAKI- CONCEPTS 
OF VERNACULAR TRANSLATION IN EARLY MODERN JAPAN 
Recent studies have yielded insights into how Genji monogatari was received 
and transmitted in Japan during the Tokugawa or early-modern period (1603-
1868). However, the role of translation has not been explored in much detail 
since 1932, when Fujita Tokutaro collated a list of what he called Genji "trans-
lations and adaptations" (yakubun hon'an).1 With some exceptions, most of 
these may be described as "vernacular translations". That is, they attempt to 
transfer the story and elite literary language of Genji (in whole or in part) into 
a narrative that employed readable, up-to-date, and widely-used forms ofToku-
gawa written language. There were many translations of Genji during the pe-
riod, including but not limited to the works on Fujita's list. The methodology 
varies greatly, and includes abridged translations such as digests, longer versions 
modelled stylistically on contemporary fiction, and works that attempted a 
lengthy, linguistically-accurate vernacular reflection of the text. The vernacular 
Genjis are part of a much wider phenomenon of the reception of Heian (794-
1185) and Kamakura (1185-1333) texts during the early-modern period that also 
saw printed editions, commentaries, illustration, pastiche and parody, and 2~ 
which is increasingly an object of study. 2 Though the vernacular translations 
of Genji are not entirely unknown to scholarship, many of them are unavailable 
in modern reprint, and the majority are yet to be studied in detail. 
Some important questions that remain unanswered concern the ways ver-
nacular translations were thought of in their day, and why translation was 
adopted as a strategy. As a step towards answering these, this article examines 
the terminology and metaphors translators used to describe their work.3 
Though they used a variety of terms to denote translation, it was largely 
through metaphor and literary allusion that the early-modern translators of 
Heian and Kamakura literature expressed their opinions. Even Shibun ama no 
saezuri (Murasaki's Writings in the Gibberish of Fisherfolk, 1723) that con-
tains extensive prefatory remarks about the project, clothes the notion of 
translation in metaphor. Likewise, Motoori Norinaga (1730-1801) in his fa-
mous vernacular translation of the Kokin wakashu (Collection of Poems, An-
cient and Modern, ea. 905), resorted to the image of a telescope to explain 
the act of translation.4 It is thus to such metaphors, found in prefaces and the 
titles of works, that scholars must turn. Though prefaces often contain con-
ventional platitudes, and in some cases facetious wit, a cautious examination 
reveals common themes that paint a clearer picture of vernacular translation 
in Genji reception history. In particular, it is possible to observe a change over 
time as translators exhibited a growing confidence in the value of vernacular 
translation. 
The Boundaries of "Translation" 
Translation studies scholars have noted that terminology and paradigms from 
one intellectual tradition do not usually map neatly onto another, and so it is 
necessary to outline what is meant here by "translation" .5 The term has a spec-
trum of meaning, ranging from what Theo Hermans described as "a transcen-
dental and utopian conception of translation as reproducing the original, the 
whole original and nothing but the original", to George Steiner' s claim that 
every act of linguistic understanding may be regarded as an act of translation.6 
Recent work in translation studies has expanded "translation" to include var-
ious types of what Andre Lefevre termed "rewritings" or "refractions" of a text/ 
Such variety challenges historians hoping that the boundaries of their study 
will lie within practical limits. A particular difficulty lies in the understandable 
reluctance to distinguish between "translation" and other forms of rewriting 
such as "adaptation" .8 In practice, each historian of translation draws his or 
her own boundaries.9 Though it is important to acknowledge the closeness of 
different forms of "rewriting" and intertextuality in the history of Genji recep-
tion, particularly those described variously as digest, adaptation, pastiche, par-
ody, and translation, here I focus on those neglected works which do not greatly 
alter the storyline of Genji and in which the transfer of content into the new 
text takes place by exchanging Heian Japanese for written forms ofTokugawa 
vernacular language. '0 
I describe such language provisionally as "vernacular" in the sense that it 
was particular to the people of eighteenth-and-nineteenth century Japan, but 
also in so far as the registers of the translations contained much that was in-
formal or even colloquial when compared with the courtly language of the 
source(s). Since Heian and Tokugawa forms of Japanese are related they may 
interpenetrate the same page, and traces of the courtly source language could 
be retained to varying degrees mixed with Tokugawa vernacular vocabularies 
and usages.11 Indeed, such hybridization was part of the way in which Tokugawa 
written language developed during the period. The translators themselves often 
described their work by reference to the vernacular elements, calling their 
choice of language "zokugo", meaning "everyday", "informal" or even "vulgar" 
language. During the period, zoku was contrasted with ga - the elegant, courtly 
or old-fashioned - and the language of Genji could be placed in this latter cat-
egory when juxtaposed with developing forms of Tokugawa written or spoken 
language.'2 
The present study is, moreover, limited to translations that involved a length-
ier reproduction of the source text(s) of Genji than works known as "digests". 
Though digests are an early form of Genji translation, their methodology in-
volved considerably more abbreviation than the works examined here. More-
over, there seems to have been a conceptual distinction made during the period. 
The writers of digests, if they described their project at all, tended to do so with 
an emphasis on abbreviation. For the most part, they use different terminology 
and metaphors from those found in the translations examined here, which, as 
we will see, draw on images of transfer, cross-dressing, exile and erotic substi-
tution. '3 
Early-modern Translations of Genji 
Since the translations that are the subject of this article are not widely studied 
today, it may be helpful to sketch some background details. They were produced 
at a time of unprecedented access, not only to Genji but to other works of the 
Heian court in various forms by readers beyond the aristocratic, monastic, and 
high-ranking warrior circles where such texts had circulated in the past. '4 A 
major scholastic and literary shift took place together with the advent of a com-
mercial printing industry as new classes of readers emerged, particularly those 
belonging to t he merchant class and lower-ranking samurai. In the case of 
Genji, the seventeenth century saw numerous woodblock print editions pub- 31 
lished for the first time. '5 The most widely circulated of these was the version 
contained in the Kogetsusho (Moon on the Lake Commentary, 1673), and it is 
likely that this is the edition upon which many of the translations gathered 
here were based.'6 Following the new printed editions, a variety of strategies for 
accessing Genji sprang up, or appeared in print for the first time, including 
commentaries, d igests, illustrated editions and vernacular translations. '? 
Other texts from the Heian and Kamakura periods that were subjected to a 
range of interpretive strategies included works of poetry such as Ise monogatari 
(Tales of I se, ea. 900), Kokin wakashu, and Hyakunin isshu (One Hundred Poets, 
One Poem Each, ea. 1235).'8 These strategies included vernacular translation: 
lse was translated using a blend of classical Japanese and formal Genroku prose 
by Ki no Zankei (dates unknown) in 1678 and illustrated by Hishikawa Mo-
ronobu (1618-1694).'9 Kokinshu was first translated using elements from collo-
quial spoken Japanese by the influential Kokugaku scholar Motoori Norinaga 
and then controversially by Ozaki Masayoshi (1755-1827), who was accused of 
copying Norinaga.zo Hyakunin isshu was likewise subject to translation as Nori-
naga's followers produced a series of commentaries that included colloquial 
renderings of the poems. 2 ' 
Following digest versions which began to be printed in the seventeenth cen-
tury, the longer Genji translations began in the early seventeenth-century and 
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were produced well into the nineteenth. Figure 1, which is based on Fujita's list 
(long out of print) with some amendments, gives details of those known to 
scholarship. Of these, three exist only in manuscript and seven were published 
in print. Most were partial translations of the early chapters. However there 
were three attempts to translate Genji in full: Shibun ama no saezuri, a transla-
tion as far as "Yadorigi" that is incomplete due to the death of the translator; 
Kogetsusho genkai (A Vernacular Interpretation of the Moon on the Lake Com-
mentary, ea. 1811-1812) by an unknown translator, which is missing some chap-
ters but may have been complete; and Genji monogatari shizu no odamaki (A 
Hempen Hand Skein for the Tale of Genji, ea. 1848), which likewise seems to 
have been complete but the longest extant manuscript edition is now missing 
some volumes. 
Figure 1 - Early-modern vernacular translations of Genji 
Title Translator Contents Manuscript Print 
Farya Genji Shishido Kofii "Kiritsubo" - "Hahakigi" 1703 monogatari22 (Rainy night's discussion) 
Wakakusa Genji Okumura "Hahakigi" - "Yugao" (after 
monogatari'J Masanobu Rainy night's discussion) 1707 
Hinazuru Genji Okumura "Wakamurasaki" -
1708 monogatari'4 Masanobu "Suetsumuhana" 
Kohaku Genji Okumura "Momiji no ga" 
monogatari2s Masanobu "Hana no en" 1709 
Zokuge Genji Okumura "Kiritsubo" "Hahakigi" 
monogatari>6 Masanobu (Rainy night's discussion) 1710 
Manuscript: "Kiritsubo" 
Shibun ama no Taga Hanshichi "Yadorigi" ; Undated 
saezuri2' Print: Kiritsubo 1723 
(Utsusemi) 
Kogetsusho Unknown "Kiritsubo" 1811-1812? genkai28 "Yume no ukihashi" 
Genji tokagami2 9 Kurita Naomasa "Wakamurasaki" 1840 
Genji monogatari Kuwahara "Kiritsubo" - "Yume 
1848 ~hizu no odamakfl" Yukinori no ukihashi" 
Genji hinakotoba3' Usuki Umehiko "Kiritsubo" 1851 
Terms for Translation 
Before examining the literary imagery the translators used to describe transla-
tion, it is helpful to examine the different words they used to label their project. 
Though these texts may be grouped on the basis of the working definition of 
translation detailed above, an examination of this language shows that such 
classification is not incongruent with the way the translators themselves de-
scribed their work, and that common threads unite them. 
Figure 2 -Terms for "translation" in early-modern translations of Genji32 
Word(s) for 
Text intralingual Transliteration English translation 
translation 
hitsu o kamiyawaragete 
"chewing up and softening 
~~tJ>.ft-~t> a? lf-r the writing brush" 
Faryii Genji 
Ll ~~';I: a? If kuchi o yawarage "softening the speech" monogatari tosei no makurakotoba ~ 1tt 0) tA:W.H.: -j '") 9 ni utsusu "transferring into the pillow 
words of the present day" 
A,0)1!J:O) .. . ima no yo no ... 
"copying into the ... words 
Wakakusa I i' :i;fl.::~ L -r kotoba ni utsushite of the present day" 
Genji 
"transferring into 
monogatari ~ ) * O) lli: O) , j:-'(-> f).: ima no yo no hayari 
Uil: -j '? L kotoba ni utsushi the popular words 
of the present day" 
Hinazuru 
"transferring into Genji frl-MH: ft-tt ~ zokugo ni utsuseru 
monogatari vulgar language" 
Kohaku Genji ~ utsuru "to transfer" (intrans) monogatari 
Zokuge Genji f~W~ zokuge "vulgar interpretation" monogatari 
f~Mf~ i> -"J-rg l ~t,;: zokugo o matte 
~ L t~~ hikinaoshitaru 
"to redo by using 
vulgar language" 
"to interpret the words 
f~ Mf ~ i> '? -r 4>: )( 0) zokugo o matte honmon of the original 
,l·~ ~ fili!~L no kotoba o geshi using vulgar language" 
Shibun ama 
no saezuri f~M zokuge "vulgar interpretation" 
ft'tl\~f~t~-r J.~JJ.~ zokugo o soete sono 
t~ L i o tashi 
"to add vulgar language 
and increase the meaning" 
!ill ffi {J{ ~a tsazoku yakugo "vernacularized and 
translated language" 
KogetsushO ,1tlW~ genkai "vulgar interpretation" genkai 
.lR yaku "translation" 
Genji illlfi'H;:: tP ~ i'j: ll L. tsazoku ni kakinaoshi "rewriting into tokagami the everyday" 
-')-:> L utsushi 
"transfer I reflection" 
Genji }\l(,;fR kaishaku "interpretation" monogatari 
shizu no m~ar;::tm~ zokugo ni hirugaesu "to flip over into 
odamaki vulgar language" 
Genji 
.A:trtl1"-0-J 1!f:O) t:tc omune o ima no yo no "to transfer the gist into the unrefined language hinakotoba T.J. ::.. c lit;: -J -:> L -r satobi kotoba ni utushite of the present day" 
Unlike the gendaigoyaku ("modern-language translations") of the twentieth 
and twenty-first centuries, in early-modern Japan there was not yet a clear cat-
egory to which such texts belonged, and there is no one term that appears in 
~4 all these works. However, much of the language the translators used is steeped 
in similar images of transfer (such as utsusu or hikinaosu) or simplification 
(yawarage, geshi) - often translators used both kinds of terminology. 
There is, moreover, a term that was most common from the seventeenth 
until the mid-nineteenth century: utsusu, written either in hiragana, or with 
one of two kanji ('~: meaning to copy a manuscript or a picture, or ~ meaning 
to transfer). Utsusu can also mean to reflect (written as r'*-n. and as we will 
see the idea of reflection appears in the imagery used to describe what a trans-
lation is in the prefaces to certain of the works examined below. Utsusu appears 
in Farya Genji, Wakakusa Genji, Hinazuru Genji, Kohaku Genji, Genji tokagami 
and Genji hinakotoba. Though the author of Shibun ama no saezuri avoids the 
word, perhaps to distinguish his style of translation from those which came 
before, the term was later used to describe the methodology of this text by the 
author of the Gunsho ichiran (Bibliographic List of Works, I8oz).33 Utsusu was 
also used in at least one other vernacular translation of a Heian text: Motoori 
Norinaga's translation of the KokinshQ.34 
The use of the word utsusu, with its various connotations, shows how trans-
lation between the languages of past and present was described as redoing, 
copying and transferring of content. It also has a similar etymology to that of 
the English word "translation", which comes from the Latin transferre, "to 
transfer" .3s Utsusu is a common thread linking works as diverse as Farya Genji 
of the early seventeenth century, which keeps the story line but contains many 
extra details inserted by the translator, with Shinpen shishi (A New Version of 
Murasaki's Tale, 1888-1904) of the modern period in which the translator has 
aimed for a higher degree of linguistic accuracy, since the methodology of Shin-
pen shishi was referred to as utsusu in its first preface.36 For the purposes of this 
article I am interested in how utusu works as a conceptual thread linking many 
of the translations, but it may be revealing in future to examine the use of this 
term in other forms of Tokugawa literary production as well. 
Metaphors for Translation 
The first text examined here, Farya Genji monogatari (1703), is rich in imagery 
describing translation. By commercial author Shishido KOfu (b. 1675) writing 
under the pen name Miyako no Nishiki (Brocade from the Capital), Farya 
Genji is a retelling of the "Kiritsubo" and "Hahakigi" chapters that sits on the 
problematic borderline between translation and other kinds of rewritingY 
Classified by modern scholars variously as a vernacular translation (zokugo 
yaku), a parody, and a work of fiction belonging to the genre now known as 
ukiyozoshi (books of the floating world), Farya Genji contains interpolations 
such as background information, interlinear commentary, erotic puns, and 
imagined scenes. Nonetheless it follows the storyline of Genji in broad outline 35 
and involves word for word translation in addition to the authorial insertions.38 
Though Farya Genji is considered here in the context of translation , the work 
is multivalent and need not be divorced from its links to the other categories 
of text in which it has been placed. 
The first image used by Miyako no Nishiki acknowledges the difficulty of his 
task. Farya Genji is an attempt to "reflect the light of the vast sky in a bucket 
of water" (ozora no hikari o tarai no mizu ni utsusu ni hitoshiku), as impudent 
as "trying to move Mt Ishiyama with the tip of a writing brush" (unoke no saki 
de Ishiyama o ugokasan to wa aa ryogaisenban).39 This is one point at which it 
becomes clear these translations, though different in methodology, are 
nonetheless related to some of the digests: Miyako no Nishiki's choice of image 
is reminiscent of the title of Genji kokagami (A Little Mirror of the Tale of Genji, 
ea. 14th century) through the idea of a small-scale reflection. However, though 
the words "reflect" and "transfer". are homonyms in Japanese, this translator 
did not use the character for "reflection" ( ~) but rather for transfer ( ~), 
through the pun adding an extra layer of meaning to the image. 
Indeed, the idea of translation as an inferior method of replication continues 
but it comes to mean something more. In the introduction to the "Hahakigi" 
chapter, Miyako no Nishiki describes his work as the reincarnation of the cat 
belonging to Genii's wife, the Third Princess (Onna Sannomiya): 
Miyako no Nishiki wa Onna Sannomiya ni kawayugarareshi neko no umarekawari to 
warainagara nezumi no hige o soenu. 
Miyako no Nishiki adds his brush [strokes] laughing that it is the reincarnation of 
the cat doted on by Onna Sannomiya.40 
The idea of reincarnation means Miyako ni Nishiki's work is a cont~mporar:r 
version of part of the original Genji. His project, and perhap.s he htmself, IS 
simply the little animal with which the Princess - here suggestive of the loom-
ing, aristocratic presence of the source text (and per?aps ~lso of a f~ma~e read-
ership) - amuses herself from time to time, su~gestm? hts translatiOn ts small 
and inferior in comparison with Genji, a toy with which to amuse oneself. 
However, there is more to Miyako no Nishiki's use of feline imagery t~an 
meets the eye - translation is in fact a potentially dangerous means by which 
a great text may be possessed by someone to wh?m it d~es not belong. ~n the 
famous scene in Genji, Kashiwagi catches a forbidden ghmpse of the Pnncess 
as her cat - "not quite tame yet" - darts from beneath the blinds of her salon, 
and because of this he conceives the obsessive passion that will eventually lead 
to both their downfalls. He wants the cat as a substitute for the woman he de-
sires: "with its delicious smell and its dear little mew it felt to him naughtil!' 
enough like its mistress herself' .4' After much scheming he eventually ~ake~ 1t 
for his own and is delighted to find its meow (nyon nyon) sounds to h1m hke 
"let's go to bed!" (nen nen) Y Farya Genji is rich with openly bawdy wo:d play-
Noguchi called it "pornographic"43- and elsewhere i~ the ~reface M1yako n? 
Nishiki compares the reading of Genji to the undressmg of Its authoress, so 1t 
is not difficult to grasp the continuation of this theme here with the transla-
tor's choice of imagery from Genji: a badly-behaved "pussy" -substitute.44 The 
choice of a sexualized metaphor is also consistent with what Screech has called 
the "sexualization of Genji" and the "Genjiization of sex"45 and with the ap-
propriation of Genji by the world of the pleasure quarters.46 Thus in Miyako 
no Nishiki's eroticised schema, the Third Princess stands for the Tale, and he 
and his work are a naughty surrogate that readers may enjoy in place of the 
original, the implication being that, like Kashiwag~, ~hey lack acces~. to the real 
thing. In the preface Miyako no Nishiki argues this IS because GenJI com~en­
taries are too difficult for many to understand.47 Translation thus is asso.cl.ated 
with adulterous carnal knowledge, illicit glimpses of an out-of-reach ongmal, 
and the replacement of that original with an inferior substitute. .. 
These same themes of sex and substitution continue in Wakakusa Gen)l 
monogatari (1707). Under the pen name Baio ("Old Ma~ Plum"), the_ill~strato~ 
Okumura Masanobu (1686-1764) began his translatiOn where Furyu Gen}I 
ended, translating from the end of "Hahakigi" through to '_'Hana no en" in a 
series of three publications, 1707-1709. In a fourth work, With a preface dated 
1710, he eventually returned to the beginning of the Tale and redid "Kiritsubo" 
and the beginning of "Hahakigi", which had been covered by Farya Genji. 
Masanobu was critical of Miyako no Nishiki's methods, describing them as 
"shocking" (omoigakenu), though he acknowledged that Miyako no Nishiki 
"followed the original in broad outline" ( aramashi honmon ni yoru to iedomo ). 48 
With the exception of some anachronistic details, often when setting the scene 
at the beginning of his translations, Masanobu' s work contains fewer authorial 
insertions, and follows not only the storyline of Genji but in places the exact 
wording of the edition contained in Kogetsusho. 49 
Masanobu claimed his translations were for the benefit of readers who have 
no interest in wading through commentary.so He also claimed to have begun 
the project at the request of his "little daughter(s)" (chiisaki musume) who had 
read Farya Genji, a nod to the convention of stating ones work was only for 
women and childrenY As with many other works prefaced in this manner, in 
practice the Masanobu Genjis were probably read by a variety of readers includ-
ing samurai and educated merchantsY They were still available in the nine-
teenth century and were found, together with Farya Genji and Shibun ama no 
saezuri, in the catalogue of the Daiso Lending library of Nagoya when it was 
dissolved in 1899.53 Of the four works in the Masanobu series, Wakakusa Genji 
monogatari contains the most detailed prefaces. The author of the first (perhaps 
Masanobu himself), writes that Wakakusa Genji: 
Mukashi no yone no fude no ato o ima no yo no murasakiboshi no iro o fukumeru kotoba 
ni utsushite ... 
... takes the impressions left by the brush of that beauty of olden times and re-writes 
them in the erotic language of a present-day, cross-dressing Murasaki...S4 
A more literal rendering of the expression behind "cross-dressing Murasaki" is 
a "purple hat". The murasaki boshi was a cloth of that colour worn by female 
impersonators in kabuki to cover their forelocks, as well as a synecdochic refer-
ence to the young, cross-dressing men who wore murasaki boshi. Used here, the 
expression is a pun on Murasaki Shikibu's name, and refers to the fact that, with 
his translation, the man Masanobu is performing an up-to-date impression of 
Murasaki Shikibu the female author. ss The act of translation is treated positively, 
as the creation of a sexy, up-to-date version. The preface author continues: 
ne ni kayoikeru nobe no wakakusa to iu kokoro ni ya, mottomo moteasobubeki mono nari. 
Could it be that [by the title, wakakusa, "young sprout"] he means the "young sprout 
of the fields which shares the same root..."? It is certainly something you can play 
with as you like.s6 
When the allusions here are unravelled they reveal an attitude to translation 
that is strikingly similar to Miyako no Nishiki, suggesting this is more than a 
throw-away line. The preface author hints that the title refers to a poem in the 
"Wakamurasaki" chapter of Genji, from which the chapter and the famous 
character, Murasaki, derive their names. Genji composes the poem in question 
when he has glimpsed the young Murasaki, who is the niece and startling like-
ness of Fujitsubo, the woman he desires but cannot have. Thus the imagery of 
the Wakakusa Genji preface, like Miyako no Nishiki's cat, draws on a famous 
scene in Genji that is associated with forbidden glimpses, sexual longing, and 
substitution. Here is Genji's poem: 
Te ni tsumite I itsushikamo mimu I murasaki no ne ni I kayoikeru I nobe no wakakusaY 
How glad I would be to pick and soon to make mine that young sprout of the fields 
sprung up from the very root shared by the murasaki.58 
In Genji's poem the girl Murasaki is the "young sprout" springing from the 
same root as Genji's beloved Fujitsubo, who is linked to the murasaki plant be-
cause fuji and murasaki are both shades of purple. By alluding to this poem, 
the Wakakusa preface suggests that Masanobu's translation springs from the 
same root as Genji, Murasaki Shikibu, just as young Murasaki springs from the 
same family stock as Fujitsubo. The young Murasaki, is, moreover, for Genji 
"something you can play with as you like" (the preface author's moteasobubeki 
mono) just as readers may make the translation their own and read it as they 
please. The analogy is even more obvious because moteasobu was one of the ex-
pressions used to denote women's leisure reading during the period.59 
Like Kashiwagi, Genji has an affair with the object of his affections, but in 
both scenarios it is the substitute with whom they spend the most time. Like-
wise, these translators seem to imply, readers of Fiirya and Wakakusa Genji will 
never fully make Genji monogatari their own, but may content themselves with 
a substitute. However, in the same way that he criticised Miyako no Nishiki's 
methods, Masanobu' s choice of image suggests the superiority of his own trans-
lation, since the young Murasaki is a far more important figure than the cat 
and eventually comes to rival (and arguably replace) her aunt Fujitsubo in 
Genji's affections. Despite the hopes expressed in the preface that readers 
might be moved to investigate the original Genji, the implication is that 
Masanobu' s translation is a serious rival that will come to replace it in their 
affections. 60 
There are no erotic metaphors found in the next Genji vernacularisation to 
appear in print, Shibun ama no saezuri of 1723. Indeed, the translator says he 
has avoided "the popular slang of the pleasure quarters" (yiiri fukaku no ha-
yarikotoba).61 He was the Koshu Domain samurai Taga Hanshichi (dates un-
known), who wrote for the benefit, he claimed, of those of "low rank" (shi-
motsu kata no hito).62 Although, like Miyako no Nishiki and Masanobu before 
him, Hanshichi also claimed his work functioned as a form of commentary 
for readers with low levels of literacy, from the translation itself and the detailed 
notes that preface the work, it is clear that Hanshichi's approach differs to the 
previous two translators, and his translation aims for a closer linguistic ren-
dering of the source with a minimum of incongruous insertions.63 The trans-
lation is divided into sections labelled so as to direct the reader to the 
corresponding part of Genji-64 Shibun ama no saezuri has much in common 
with modern Japanese translations of the twentieth century, though predating 
them by nearly two hundred years. Like these later versions, Hanshichi at-
tempted to translate the text of Genji in full, though the manuscript edition 
records that he fell ill and died before he could finish. Shibun ama no saezuri 
was classified by the Gunsho ichiran bibliography as belonging with Genji com-
mentaries (there was no separate category for "translation" in this work), and 
was known and read well into the nineteenth century.65 The prominent philol-
ogist and kokugaku scholar Suzuki Akira (1764-1837), for one, was aware of it 
and in the 183o's oversaw a translation of the "Wakamurasaki" chapter as a 
continuation of Hanshichi's project.66 
As evidenced by the lengthy preface and explanatory notes (an entire volume 
of the woodblock print edition), Hanshichi devoted considerable time to the 
question of whether one should even translate Genji into vernacular language 39 
at all. He wrote: 
shikaruyue, kotogotoku zokugo o hiroiatsume, sono buntsuzuki mo hisen naru o sen ni 
mochii, katsu daigo o mo, shibun ama no saezuri to nazuketari. 
... because I have gathered together words from the vulgar language and the phrasing 
is lower-class, I have given it the title Murasaki's Writings in the Gibberish of Fisher-
folk.67 
According to this preface, the title of the translation comes from the scene in 
the "Akashi" chapter were the exiled Genji overhears the "strange gibberish of 
the humble fisherfolk" (ayashiki ama domo nado no saezuri).68 The image of the 
elegant Genji enduring exile in coarse and countrified surroundings that recurs 
throughout the "Suma" and "Akashi" chapters and the distress he feels at this 
are powerful metaphors which underlie the translator's view of how some 
might view the way he treated Genji by forcefully "bringing it into the vulgar 
language" (zokugo ni hikinaoshite) for a "low-ranking" (shimotsu kata) audi-
ence.69 
In addition to the low rank implied by the expression amadomo, which may 
be translated as "fisherfolk", the implied audience may also be a female one. 
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Amadomo refers to the general class of male or female people who make their 
living by fishing (ama + domo a plural marker), but in Japanese literature often 
meant the female divers who fished for abalone (ama + domo plural marker) 
and who were widely romanticised in classical poetry. In other words, though 
the character he uses for ama in the title of his work ( ~) could refer to either 
meaning, Hanshichi is probably hinting at a female readership.7° 
The work's forward, written under the penname Chosuishi, responds to po-
tential concerns at making Genji available to a low-ranking (possibly female) 
audience. Hanshichi's efforts and his readers enjoyment of the text are com-
pared to "mountain rustics who make their home among the cherry blossoms" 
(hana ni tatazumu yamagatsu).7' This poetic reference suggests even more un-
refined persons of low rank may enjoy something closely associated with court 
aesthetics like cherry blossomsJ2· Even more significantly, Hanshichi devotes 
four and a half folios of the woodblock print edition to defending Genji from 
the charge that its morals would corrupt At the time such concerns were usu-
ally aimed at female readers belonging to the commoner classes.73 
Hanshichi's use of self-deprecating imagery to describe this translation con-
tinues: 
Ifuku ni kehare no sabetsu no aru ga gotoshi, sono waka renhai ni torimochuyuru tokoro 
no kotoba wa, sunawachi honmon nite haregi nari, konosho wa tada yogore shiotarete 
tsugihagiatetaru uchigi nari. 
Just as with clothes there is a difference between everyday wear and special occasions, 
the original contains words which are used in waka, renga and haikai and so is Sunday 
best, whereas this book is a tear-soaked, patched-up everyday robe.74 
Just like Masanobu's cross-dressing Murasaki, the donning of a different lin-
guistic register or language is here compared to clothing. For Masanobu and 
his fashionably up-to-date rendering, the overtones were positive, however in 
Hanshichi's case the comparison between source and target text is un-
favourable. Anxiety at bringing an elite text into the vernacular language of 
low-born readers is found throughout the history of vernacular translation 
worldwide.75 Moreover, this quote shows that in addition, for this translator, 
the rendering of the poetic language of Genji into everyday prose also con-
tributed to the translation's inferior status. 
There is no such anxiety in the next metaphor for the act of translation that 
appears in a vernacular Genji: Genji tokagami of 1842, a translation of the 
"Wakamurasaki" chapter. More than a hundred years had passed since Shibun 
ama no saezuri, and in the meantime, translation had been elevated by Motoori 
Norinaga to an act of up-to-date, technical precision in his Kokinshu tokagami 
of 1797. Kurita Naomasa (1807-1891), the author of Genji tokagami, was a dis-
c~ple of ~uzuki Akira. According to the preliminary remarks to the work, Genji 
tokagami was translated as a continuation of the printed edition of Shibun ama 
n~ saezuri which ended at the "Utsusemi" chapter.76 Akira had apparently 
Wished to translate Genji himself, but was too busy and the task fell to Nao-
~asa; h.owever, Ak.ira participated closely in the translation, as evidenced by 
his detailed corrections to an extant draftJ7 The preliminary remarks also state 
that the translation method followed Norinaga's example, and this is supported 
by the format of the work, which, like Kokinshu tokagami, gives the source text 
in hiraganalkanji followed by a vernacular translation in katakanal kanji. 
The preface to the printed edition of Genji tokagami begins with a reference 
to Norinaga's methodology: 
Agaritaru yo no miyabigoto o ima no yo no satobigoto mochite satosu wa tiikeki atari o me 
no mae ni utsushi miru tiikagami to iu mono ni kayoite. 
To make clear the elegant language of a long-ago world by means of unrefined lan-
guage from the present one is akin to using a telescope to bring a far-off scene before 
the eyes.78 
Naomasa. uses the same choice of imagery as Norinaga, who had begun his 
preface With the following poem likening the effect of vernacular translation 
to using a telescope to see leaves on a distant mountain: 41 
Kumo no iru tiiki kozue mo tokagami I utsuseba koko ni mine no momijibaJ9 
Wrapt in cloud, the treetops, and far away; yet look into 
the telescope, and lo: autumn leaves on the mountain peak. So 
Naomasa's opening lines are linked to Norinaga's imagery by means of the 
telescope metaphor and also the expression agaritaru yo. Agaritaru yo means 
"the world of the past" but since there is no furigana in this preface, it could 
also be read akaritaru yo ("a crimson-hued world"), thus recalling the autum-
nal colours of the leaves in Norinaga's schema. Norinaga, for whom vernacular 
translation was a tool of exegesis, used the telescopic metaphor to explain why 
vernacular translation was needed even though there were already numerous 
commentaries. Reading a commentary, he argued, was like trying to find out 
about the trees on a far away mountain by asking one of the locals to describe 
them - it could never compare to seeing them with one's own eyes. 
For Norinaga, vernacular translation was far superior to such a method: 
Nowadays, however, there exists a device called, if I am not mistaken, the "telescope" 
['-li!cY.>il~ tl.]: look through this, and no matter how distant the trees, one sees them 
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with astonishing clarity, as if they had moved to the very spot where one stands ... This 
present rendition of the rich crimsons of the words of a distant past into the more 
familiar hand-dyed hues of recent years might well be likened to the use of this glass 
[ db tJ ~ tl. ).8• 
Norinaga's idea of a projected image is similar to the metaphor of reflecting 
the sky in water that was used by Miyako no Nishiki to describe his own work, 
and involves the same word, utsusu. The difference is that Miyako no Nishiki's 
image is reflected poorly in a bucket, whereas in Norinaga's schema, the target 
and source texts are on an equal footing; in fact, they appear identical. This is 
what has been described by V en uti as the idea of "transparent translation", 
suggesting a straightforward linguistic transfer in which the source and trans-
lated texts are equally authoritative and equally able to express the ideas in the 
source text. Norinaga is boldly suggesting something similar in his use of the 
telescope metaphor in which the mountain scene and its telescopic projection 
appear to be the same. 
The last early-modern Genji translation that contains material which ad-
dressed the nature of vernacular translation is Genji monogatari shizu no 
odamaki (A Hempen Hand Skein for the Tale of Genji), which was translated 
by the Sendai domain medic Kuwahara Yukinori (b. 1777) around 1848.82 Shizu 
no odamaki was possibly the first ever translation to cover all the chapters of 
Genji monogatari without major abridgement. It does not follow the exact word-
ing of the source/ s to the extent found in Shibun ama no saezuri and includes 
the occasional explanation (such as the conventional names for characters like 
the Kiritsubo Intimate) , but is nonetheless an attempt to reflect the story of 
Genji and also to a large extent the language in a vernacular medium.83 It exists 
only in manuscript copies, one of which is in a format that suggests it was 
being prepared for publication in print.84 However, no known printed copies 
survive and perhaps like Hanshichi before him, Yukinori, who made the trans-
lation in old age, died before the project was completed. 85 
Since the most complete extant manuscript is not the final edition and the 
prefatory remarks are short, it must be with reservation that conclusions are 
drawn about Yukinori's description of vernacular translation. However, the 
title of the work offers several important clues. Shizu no odamaki is a skein used 
in weaving hempen cloth.86 There is an extra layer of meaning as the expression 
could also be translated as "a humble columbine", since shizu also means 
"poor" or "humble" and odamaki is also the name of the fan columbine plant 
(Aquilebia flabellata). The fan columbine has purple petals, which links the 
flower to the purple of Murasaki Shikibu's name and so to her text. Combined 
with the fact that, in Japanese poetry, shizu was associated with people from 
the peasant, artisan or merchant class, the implication is that the work is in-
tended for such readers.87 In his preface Yukinori includes the usual hope that 
"women, children and the like" (jijo nado) will read Shizu no odamaki, it may 
mean he had women of these classes in mind, though in reality his potential 
readership included men as well. 
Like the previous translations, Yukinori's choice oftitle draws on particular 
poems. Shimauchi, one of the few scholars to write about Shizu no odamaki, 
suggests the source is the following poem from Ise monogatari.88 
Inishie no I shizu no odamaki I kurikaeshi I mukashi o ima ni I nasu yoshi mo ga na.89 
As in times gone by 
The weaver of hempen cloth 
unwound her hand skein, 
ah, that we might find a way 
to turn those days back to now!9° 
In this analogy, translation becomes a string of hemp being unwound, unrav-
elling the present in order to return to the past. This is a new set of images for 
translation and does not suggest particular anxiety towards making a vernac-
ular edition of Genji - the distinction is simply between past and present. More-
over, the implication is that Yukinor's hand skein is the very thing people have 
wished for to turn past into present and read Genji. This view is supported by 
another poem, this time from the Kokinsha, in which the expression shizu no 43 
odamaki appears: 
Inishie no shizu no odamaki iyashiki mo yoki mo sakari wa arishi mono nari.9' 
The humble man too, 
like the man of high estate, 
Once enjoyed a prime 
when he was brisk as a reel 
wound for the striped cloth of oldY 
There is the same sense of time passing and a contrast between past and present 
as was seen in the previous poem, and indeed which was a feature of the poetic 
associations of the expression shizu no odamaki.93 However, it is also noteworthy 
that the phrase iyashiki mo yoki mo ("the humble man too, like the man of 
high estate") appears in this second poem. Time, the great leveller, t reats all 
people alike, and by extension Yukinori's vernacular translation levels the play-
ing field so as to give readers beyond high-born circles a means to read Genji. 
Though it is only the title of the work, the expression shizu no odamaki may in 
fact be a polemical statement that, far from apologizing for rendering Genji in 
vernacular language for a low-born audience, as was the case with Shibun ama 
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no saezuri, claims to bring elite and non-elite readers to the same level. Whether 
or not these poetic references are intended is debatable, of course. However, it 
seems likely since the phrase shizu no odamaki, was a weB-established poetic 
phrase and the source poems mentioned here come from two of the most im-
portant and widely-known works of poetry in Japanese history. 
Conclusion 
In order to understand the discursive attitudes of these translators it has been 
necessary to decode the literary references and imagery contained in the titles 
and prefaces to their works. Miyako no Nishiki and Masanobu put forward 
their texts as substitutions or intermediaries granting access to a desired orig-
inal. Hanshichi was preoccupied with the gap between the language and read-
ership of the source and that of his translation. Naomasa linked his text to the 
scholarly and technicaily accurate work of Norinaga, and Yukinori's title hints 
that he saw translation as a great leveiler of past, present, lowborn and high. 
Indeed, it is possible to observe a change in attitudes from the eighteen through 
to the nineteenth century, as those who rendered Genji into various forms of 
vernacular language exhibited a growing confidence in their art and no longer 
had to hide behind self-deprecating titles and imagery.94 The effect of Nori-
naga's Kokinshii translation was particularly important in this respect. 
There is much work still to be done on these and other vernacular transla-
tions from the period. In addition to detailed comparative studies of the texts 
themselves, research on the terminology and metaphors used in the prefaces 
to other kinds of rewritings will also offer insights into possible overlaps or dis-
continuities with the type of texts grouped together here. Its contours yet to be 
fuily revealed, vernacular translation offers tantalizing glimpses of new ways 
that scholars, and readers with lower levels of literacy alike engaged with clas-
sical Japanese texts during the Tokugawa period. 
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